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Abstract 
In this paper, we are concerned with identifying a subclass of tree adjoining grammars (TAGS) 
that is suitable for the application to modeling and predicting RNA secondary structures. The 
goal of this paper is twofold: For the purpose of applying to the RNA secondary structure 
prediction problem, we first introduce a special subclass of TAGS and develop a fast parsing 
algorithm for the subclass, together with some of its language theoretic characterizations. Then, 
based on the algorithm, we develop a prediction system and demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the system by presenting some experimental results obtained from biological data, where free 
energy evaluation selection for parse trees is incorporated into the algorithm. @ 1999-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
A tree adjoining grammar (TAG) is a kind of formal rewriting systems to generate 
a set of trees rather than a set of strings, which distinguishes itself from most of the 
other existing formal rewriting systems. To our knowledge, it was in 197 1 that the 
basic ideas of TAGS were first suggested in the paper by Joshi and Takahashi [9], 
and it was not until 1975 that the current formalization for TAGS was established and 
officially appeared in the work by Joshi et al. [8] 1 . 
Introducing TAGS was strongly motivated by linguistic considerations, and TAGS 
were intensively studied by researchers mainly in computer science. Due to the great 
efforts made during the last decade, it turned out that there are several distinguished and 
attractive features of TAGS. First, as previously mentioned, TAGS were proposed as 
* Corresponding author. E-mail: uemura@bioa.jst.go.jp. 
’ In fact, TAG was originally understood as an acronym for Tree Adjunct Grammar in the paper, but 
these two grammars actually refer to the same. 
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tree-generating systems, therefore, the object language comprises a set of trees (rather 
than a set of strings). More specifically, the structural information of the derived trees 
in TAGS are of great significance in both syntactical and semantical senses. Second, 
the manner of generating trees in TAGS comes from a linguistic insight that a complex 
sentence is derived by starting from a simple (basic) sentence and augmenting it by 
incorporating a new construction (a tree-structured linguistic component) at a time until 
the goal sentence is obtained. Thus, all of the derived trees obtained in the intermediate 
stage of the derivation steps are taken to be in the object tree language, which is in 
sharp contrast to the derivations of a conventional grammatical device like a context- 
free grammar. Third, it is known that the string languages generated by TAGS (TALs) 
are only slightly more than context-free languages, providing us with several advantages 
over the others. For example, TAGS have the descriptive capability of linguistic local 
constraints, which turns out to be most important for our purpose of this paper. (This 
will be discussed in great detail immediately below.) Also, this feature of TAGS enables 
us to develop an efficient (polynomial-time) parsing algorithm that is also of crucially 
importance for the practical application point of view. 
When we think of an application of TAGS to solve linguistic problems, it would be 
the most straightforward to apply TAGS to natural language analysis, and in fact TAGS 
have attracted great attention in linguistics for the reason that they have the ability to 
represent certain discontinuous constituents. For example, cross-serial dependencies in 
a string such as qa2a3bl bzb3, where indices represent dependencies, is easily captured 
by a TAG, but not expressed by any context-free grammars. For another example, a 
string such as xuyvxRwya, where x, y,u, v and w are strings and g(y”) denotes the 
reversal of x(y), can also be readily expressed by a derived tree by some TAG. The 
structural feature of the latter example is called crossing dependency and as we will see 
soon, this extra power of TAGS to describe the crossing dependency seems to be just 
the right kind for a certain practical application of modeling and predicting biological 
sequence data. 
In recent developments in molecular biology, it is widely accepted that an RNA 
sequence is solely responsible for determining its biological function when the single- 
stranded RNA folds back onto itself (forming what is called the secondary structure) 
by hydrogen bonds between complementary bases, eventually leading to a kind of 
tertiary structure. Thus, it is recognized to be a very important open problem to predict 
a plausible secondary structure of a given RNA sequence in the single-stranded form. 
However, one of the most difficulties on this open problem is the existence of a typical 
type of RNA secondary structures called pseudoknot which is commonly found in any 
kind of RNA molecules and are supposed to play various roles for biological functions. 
What makes pseudoknots so difficult to handle is the fact that describing the pseudoknot 
structures has to be beyond context-free grammars, and therefore, parsing (modeling) 
RNA sequences with pseudoknots inevitably involves in the hard complexity of context- 
sensitivity. 
For a simple example, consider an RNA sequence w =CGCAAUCGCGAAAGA which can 
form its secondary structure S, shown in (a) of Fig. 1. The secondary structure shows 
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Fig. 1. Pseudo-knots and tree representation. 
a typical form of the pseudoknot. As shown in (b) of Fig. 1, it is easy to see that 
this structure can be expressed by a derived tree of some TAG, because the structural 
feature of S, can be taken as a crossing dependency mentioned above. 2 In fact, we 
see that most of the RNA secondary structures commonly found in the biological world 
can be nicely modeled by a derived tree within the formalism of TAGS. 
Another important observation is that the structure SW can be realized by considering 
another string, e.g., W’ =ACACCAUlJGUCCCAU as shown in (c) of Fig. 1 that is totally 
distinct from W. This claims that any method based on a conventional technique such 
as “multiple alignment” or “homology search” may fail for the purpose of solving the 
problem of predicting RNA secondary structures. In fact, in our understanding there 
is no commonly acceptable system ever reported yet that successfully predicts RNA 
secondary structures including pseudoknots, in spite of much effort made by means of 
grammatical or non-grammatical methodology. 
*Intuitively, starting from the initial tree To, the tree generation of TAG is performed by inserting a 
particular subtree at an *-designated node in the current tree at a time, eventually producing a desired derived 
tree T3 in (b) of Fig. 1. (Dotted lines represent crossing dependencies.) Thus, the generation mechanism of 
TAG can directly capture the crossing dependency. 
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In this paper, we are concerned with discovering (identifying) a subclass of TAGS 
that are suitable for our application problem of modeling and predicting RNA sec- 
ondary structures. We would also like to demonstrate both the high relevance of the 
TAG subclass thus chosen and the validity of the computer-programmed system we 
developed, by showing some experimental data. Thus, the goal of this paper is twofold: 
For the purpose of applying to the RNA secondary structure prediction problem, we 
first introduce a special subclass of TAGS and develop a fast parsing algorithm for the 
subclass together with its correctness and time complexity. Then, we demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the prediction system (computer-programmed) by presenting some of 
the experimental results obtained from biological data. 
This paper is organized as follows. After providing basic definitions and notations in 
Section 2, we introduce two subclasses of TAGS: one is called the class of simple linear 
TAGS (SLTAGs) and the other the class of extended SLTAGs (ESLTAGs) in Section 
3. We also develop an efficient parsing algorithm for each of the two classes: SLTAGs 
and ESLTAGs, together with some of the language theoretic characterizations of both. 
Then, Section 4 describes the implementation method for an RNA structure prediction 
system based on the parsing algorithm for ESLTAGs where free energy evaluation 
selection for parse trees is incorporated into the algorithm. We also demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the developed programmed system by showing some successful results 
obtained from biological data in Section 5, followed by discussion in Section 6. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we first establish notation for trees, and then introduce TAGS together 
with their extension. We basically borrow notation and definitions from [8]. 
2.1. Trees [8] 
Let N be the set of non-negative integers, and N’ be the free monoid generated by 
N. We denote the binary operation by “.” and the identity by 0. A partial ordering < 
over N* is defined as follows: for p, q E N*, p <q iff there exists r E N* such that 
q = p-r. Further, we define the relation < as: p < q iff p <q and p # q. 
Let V be a finite alphabet and .Z c I’. Z is called the terminal alphabet, while V - Z 
is called the nonterminal alphabet. Then, y is called a tree over V iff it is a function 
y : D, + V, where D, is a finite subset of N* satisfying the following: 
(l)ifq~D,andp<q,thenp~D,; 
(2) if p.j ED, and j E N, then p.l,p.2,...,pe(j- 1) ED,. 
We call elements in D, addresses of y. If y(p) = A, then we say that A is the label of 
the node at the address p in y. In this manner, a pair (p, A) is referred to as a node in 
y. Further, a node (p,A) is often identified with its address p, as long as no confusion 
arises. 
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Let y be a tree over V. A node q in y, i.e., q E D,, is called a leaf node iff for all 
p E D,, q# p. A node q is an internal node iff q is not a leaf node. If q has address 
0, then it is called a root node. 
Let zy be the set of all trees over V such that if y E ry, and p E D, is an internal 
node, then y(p) E V - Z. That is, an internal node must be labeled with a nonterminal 
symbol, and a leaf node may be labeled with a terminal or a nonterminal symbol. A 
node labeled with a nonterminal symbol is often called nonterminal node. 
For y E zv and p E D,, we define the subtree of y at p as 
YIP = {(qJ)l(p.qJ) E y>q E N’I 
and the supertree of y at p as 
Y\P = {(4~A)l(chA) E Y, Pf4). 
Further, for y E rv and p E N*, define 
P.Y = UP.qAl(qJ) E Y). 
The yield Y is a function Y : TV --+ V* defined recursively as follows: 
Y(Y) = Y(O), if D, = (0); 
Y(y) = Y(y/l)Y(y/2). . . Y(y/j), if 1,2,.. . ,j E D,, and j + 1 +! D,. 
Thus, Y(y) is the string of the labels of the leaf nodes of y. 
Finally, a sequence ((POLO), . . . , (pk,A)) is a path of y to the node (pk,Ak) iff 
po = 0, (pk,Ak) E y, and for each i = 1,2,. . . ,k, there exists some ji E N such that 
pi = pi- 1 .ji. k is called the length of the path. 
2.2. Tree adjoining grammars (TAGS) [8] 
Let V be a finite alphabet with CC V. A tree adjoining grammar (TAG) G over 
(V,Z) is defined as a pair G = (V?,&), where V and d are finite subsets of zv 
satisfying: 
(1) if y E %, then Y(y) f C* and y(O) = S, where S is a distinguished symbol in 
V - C, called the initial symbol. 
(2) if B E ~2 and p(O) = X, then X E V - C and Y(B) E C+XZ* U Z*XZ+, where 
.P = ZZ*. (Note that C* is the free monoid with identity 1 generated by C.) 
The node whose label is corresponding to the unique X in the yield of /3 is called 
the foot node of /I. The path of /3 to the foot node is called the backbone of B. W is 
called the set of center trees, and SS! the set of adjunct trees. The union $? u d is the 
set of elementary trees of G. 
Let B be an adjunct tree and y E ZV, p E D,,, and y(p) = p(O). Then, we say that 
p is adjoinable to y at p, and the tree obtained from y by adjoining /.I at p, denoted 
by y[p,p], is defined as follows: 
Y[P, 81 = Y\P U P.B U (pr) . (Y/P), 
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The resulting tree 
Y _ 
Fig. 2. The adjoining operation. 
where Y is the address of the foot node of p. (See Fig. 2.) 
Let G = (%?, JXZ) be a TAG. For y, y’ E ry, we write y t y’ iff /I is adjoinable to y at 
p and y’ = y[p, fi] for some /I E ~4 and some p E D,. The reflexive, transitive closure 
of t is denoted by t*. If y k* y’, then y’ is called a derived tree of y. We denote by 
D(y) the set of all derived trees of y. 
Then, the tree set of G is defined as 
r(G) = {y E rv]y E D(a), for some CI E %?} 
Note that for each y E r(G), Y(y) E C’. Finally, the language generated by G is 
L(G) = {J+ = Y(Y),Y E z(G)). 
2.3. TAGS with adjoining constraints [17] 
In a TAG we have described so far, an adjunct tree /I can be adjoined at a node n 
of a tree if the label of n is identical to the label of the root node of /I. It is convenient 
for linguistic description to have more precision for specifying which adjunct trees can 
be adjoined at a given node. This is exactly what is achieved by local constraints on 
adjoining in [17]. 
We say that G = (%?,&) is a TAG with adjoining constraints if for each node n in 
each elementary tree, one of the following constraints is specified: 
(1) Selective Adjoining (SA( T)): only members of a set T C ~22 can be adjoined at n. 
(2) Null Adjoining (NA); No adjunct trees can be adjoined at n. 
(3) Obligating Adjoining (OA(T)): a member of the set T & LX? must be adjoined at 
n. 
Here, we redefine the adjoining operation by taking the adjoining constraints into 
consideration. Given a tree y E zv with a node (n,X), and given an adjunct tree /I 
with /3(O) = X, we newly say that /3 is adjoinable to y at n if the constraint associated 
with n is either SA(T) or OA(T) and /I E T. 
Let Y be the address of the foot node of /I and y’ be the resulting tree obtained by 
adjoining /-I to y at n. Then, the adjoining constraint associated with a node (n/,X’) in 
y’ is defined as follows: 
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(1) If n 6 n’, then the constraint of the node n’ is identical to that of the node whose 
address is 12’ in y. 
(2) If n <n’ and n.r#n’, i.e., n’ = n-q, then the constraint of the node n’ is identical 
to that of the node whose address is q in /I, 
(3) If n+r < n’, i.e., n’ = n.r.q, then the constraint of the node n’ is identical to that 
of the node whose address is n.q in y. 
Finally, we also redefine the tree set r(G) in such a way that any derived tree with 
a node which has an OA constraint will not be included in r(G). 
Important Note. In the rest of this paper, we refer to TAG with adjoining constraints 
simply as TAG. 
3. Efficiently parsable subclasses of TAGS 
A parsing algorithm for TAGS is presented in [17], which runs in time 0(n6), where 
n is the length of an input string. Considering the application of the algorithm to 
the prediction problem of RNA secondary structures, one may claim that the time 
complexity of the algorithm is not practical. However, it is possible to have more 
efficient algorithm if we target some subclass of TAGS which is powerful enough for 
modeling RNA secondary structures. 
In this section, we propose two subclasses of TAGS called simple linear TAGS 
(SLTAGs) and extended simple linear TAGS (ESLTAGs), with parsing algorithms 
for those subclasses which run in time 0(n4) and 0(n5), respectively. Although the 
generative capability of ESLTAGs is less than that of TAGS, ESLTAGs seems to 
have just the right kind of modeling capability for RNA secondary structures including 
pseudoknots and their parsing algorithm are useful for the prediction of RNA secondary 
structures. 
In what follows, SLTAGs and our parsing algorithm are first described in order to 
help understanding the basic idea of those for ESLTAGs. 
3.1. Simple linear TAG (SLTAG) 
Let y E zv be a tree with adjoining constraints. A node n E y is inactive if the 
adjoining constraint associated with n is NA, and active otherwise. If all active nodes 
in y have SA constraints, then y is said to be mature. 
Let G = (V,d) be a TAG. A center tree c( E @ is simple linear if all but one 
nonterminal node in a are inactive. An adjunct tree /I E d is simple linear if all but 
one nonterminal node in /I are inactive, and the unique active node is on the backbone 
of /I. A TAG G is simple linear (written as SLTAG) iff all elementary trees in G are 
simple linear. 
Let /I be a simple linear adjunct tree with active node n at p, where b(O) =X, and 
Y(/?) = al . . . aJai+l . . . aj. We can factorize Y(p) into four pieces as follows. First, 
we separate Y(p) into the left side and the right side of the backbone, i.e., we have 
al . . .ai and ai+l ... aj. We denote each piece by L(p) and R(P). Note here that there 
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Fig. 3. Factorization of Y(p). 
must exist i’ and j’ such that ai/ . . . aiXui+l . . . ajf = Y(/?/p), 1 <i’ <i, and i+ 1 <j’ <j. 
Then, each piece is again separated by ait or ajt, i.e., we have at . . . ail-1, ait . . . ai, 
L!i+l ” ’ ay-1, and ajj . . .aj. We denote all these pieces by LU(/?), U(p), RD(/?), and 
RU(P), respectively. (See Fig. 3, where the unique active node is tagged with an 
additional notation *.) 
For any w E Z*, we use the notation IwI for representing the length of w. (Note 
that for the empty string 1, 111 = 0.) A sequence (xl,. . . ,x,) of strings such that 
w = Xl . . .x, is called a factorization of w. 
Property 1. An SLTAG G = (%,J&‘) is in normal form ifs 
(i) Y(a) = 1 for each center tree a E W, and 
(ii) ILU(/?)I + I,CB(/?)I + IRD(/?)I + IRU(b’)I = 1 for each adjunct tree b E d (i.e., b 
has exactly one terminal symbol in its yield) 
In fact, it is possible to prove that for any SLTAG G, there efiectively exists an 
SLTAG G’ in normal form such that L(G) = L(G’). (The proof is rather straight- 
forward but may be lengthy, so that we omit it here.) 
Lemma 1. Let G be any SLTAG in normal form. Then, there exists a positive integer 
N such that for any string w E L(G), there is a factorization (WI, w2,ws,w4) of w 
satisfying the following condition: 
(Condition A) For each 1 <i64, any substring wf of Wi with Iwil > N has a factor- 
ization (w/,x, w”) of wi such that 1x12 1 and for each m> 1, w’xmw” is a substring 
of some string in L(G). 
Proof. Let p be the number of elementary trees of G and q be the maximum number 
of leaves of an elementary tree in G. Let N = pq. For any given string w E L(G), 
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we will construct a factorization (wt,w2, w3, ~4) of w satisfying the condition A in the 
following manner. 
Since w E L(G), there is a derivation ya 2 . . . 8” + yn from a center tree ye to a tree 
yn such that Y(y,) = w, where for each i (0 <i<n - l), yi ‘%’ yi+l indicates that yi+t 
is obtained by adjoining pi+, to yi. Then, by induction on n, it is straightforward to see 
that for every m with O<m<n, Y(y,) = (LU(p1)...LU(B,)).(LD(B,)...LD(B1)). 
(RD(/?I)...RD(~~,,,))~ (RU(/3m)...RD(/3~)) holds. Let WI = LU(/?I)...LU(/?~), w2 = 
LNBn). . .=ul), w3 = WB1)* * DRUM, and w4 = RU(&)...RLl(/$). We will 
show that this factorization of w satisfies the condition A. 
Consider any substring WI of Wi (1 d i 64) with Iwj 1 > N. The derivation from ya 
to yn contains a sub-derivation that produces a string containing wf. The length of the 
sub-derivation is greater than p, since the length of w; is greater than pq. Then, the 
sub-derivation should contain at least one adjunct ree /? that occurs more than once. 
Let x be the substring of WI that is generated uring the applications of the first /? and 
the second B. Then, we have a factorization (w’,x, w”) of wi such that for each m > 1, 
w’x”w” could be a substring of some string in L(G), since the derivation during the 
applications of the first B and the second fi could be repeated arbitrarily many times. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 1. Consider a context-free language L = {ca~b~ca~b$a’;b~ca;bl;c 1 
k, I,m,n> l}, where al, a2, a3, a.+, bl, bz, b3, b4, and c are d@zrent letters in Z. 
Then, L is not in the class of languages represented by SLTAGs. 
Proof. Assume that there is an SLTAG G such that L(G) = L. Without loss of gen- 
erality, we can assume that G is in normal form. Let N be the integer given in the 
Lemma 1 and let w = c~~c~~cdydyca~#c. Then, there exists a factorization 
(wl, w2, w3, ~4) of w satisfying the condition A of Lemma 1. It is easy to see that there 
exists some i and j (1 Q i, j <4) such that Wi contains c$‘qc. Then, by the condition 
A, this substring c$vc should have a factorization (w’,x, w”) such that 1x1 B 1 and 
for each m 2 1, w’xmw” could be a substring of some string in L(G). We consider the 
following four cases: 
(1) In case that x = ca; for some p 2 0, each string (caT)m (m 2 1) should appear as 
a substring of a string in L(G), which is a contradiction. 
(2) In case that x = b;c for some ~30, each string (b;c)” (m 2 1) should appear as 
a substing of a string in L(G), which is a contradiction. 
(3) In case that x contains both of aj and bj, some string in which bj precedes aj 
should appear as a substring of a string in L(G), which is a contradiction. 
(4) In case that x contains precisely one of the letters aj or bj, some string caTb;c with 
p # q should appear as a substring of a string in L(G), which is a contradiction. 
In all cases, we have contradictions, which completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 2. Let L = {a”b”P I n>O}. Then, L is not context-free, but there exists 
an SLTAG G such that L = L(G). III 
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Theorem 1. The class of languages generated by SLTAGs and the class of context- 
free languages are incomparable. 
Proof. By Propositions 1 and 2. 0 
3.2. Parsing SLTAGs 
In order to describe a parsing algorithm for SLTAGs, we need a couple of more 
definitions. 
We extend the adjoining operation as follows. Let y be a tree containing an active 
node labeled with nonterminal symbol X. Further, let /? E -01, b(O) = X, and a E D(p). 
Then, we say that a is adjoinable to y. The resulting tree y’ by adjoining a to y is 
obtained in the following way. First, fl is adjoined to the active node in y and we 
obtain a tree 70. Then, we can derive a from /I within 70, resulting in y’. 
We define the degree of a derived tree y (E D(p)) as the number of adjoining 
operations applied during the derivation of y from b, and denote it by deg(y). 
The algorithm to be presented below will construct an (n + 1)4 matrix A4 whose 
entries are sets of adjunct trees. Let w = al . . . a,, be the input string to be parsed. 
Given a string w and an SLTAG G = (U, ~9) in normal form, the algorithm con- 
structs the matrix it4 satisfying the property that for /? E d and for i, j, k, I such that 
O<i<j<kbldn: 
b E M(i, j, k, I) w There exists a mature tree y E D(p) such that 
Y(y) = ai+l . . . ajXak+l . . . al. 
Then, M is computed in an inductive manner as follows. 
(1) Initialize 
Initially, all items are set to the empty set 4. 
For /I E ZJ’, put /I into M(i,i + IL(b)I, k, k + IR(/?)I) if all of the following conditions 
hold: 
(1.1) /I is mature. 
(1.2) i + IL(B)] <k 
(1.3) N-9 = ai+i . . . ai+lYfi)l 
(1.4) R(B) = ak+i . . * ak+lR(fi)I 
procedure INITIALIZE(M) 
begin 
for i := 0 to n do 
for k := i to n do 
foreach fl in JZ? do 
put /I into M(i,i + IL(b)l,k,k + II?(B)/) iff the conditions (l.lH1.4) 
hold. 
end 
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Now, we fill in all the items of the matrix M. 
(2) Construct 
For fi E -Pe, put fi into M(i,j,k, I) if all of the following conditions hold: 
(2.1) There exists /?’ E M(i + ILU(/3)l,j - ILD(fi)I,L + IRD(/I)I, 1- IRU(p)I) such that 
/_?’ is adjoinable to /I 
(2.2) Lu(B) = 4+1 . ’ ’ %+lLU(p)1 
(2.3) WB) = aj-ILLQ?)I+l . . . aj 
(2.4) m(B) = ak+l . e . ak+lm(B)I 
(2.5) RW) = Ql-lnu(p)l+l . . *al 
procedure CONSTRUCT(M) 
begin 
for I:=0 ton do 
for i := 1 downto 0 do 
for j :=i to 1 do 
for k := I downto j do 
foreach p in d do 
put p into M(i, j, k, 1) iff the conditions (2.1 H2.5) hold. 
end 
Once M is computed, we can determine whether the input string ~11 . . . Q, is in 
L(G) or not, by checking the existence of some i, 0 <i 6n, and some adjunct tree 
/I E M(0, i, i, n) such that /I is adjoinable to some center tree c( E V. Then, it is easy to 
find the derivation sequence for w by back-tracing the chain of the adjunct trees from 
B. 
Thus, the procedure RECOGNIZE is given, 
procedure RECOGNIZE( G,w )
begin 
INITIALIZE(M) 
CONSTRUCT(M) 
for i := 0 to n do 
Accept if some /I E M(0, i, i, n) is adjoinable to some center tree o! E $?. 
end 
[The correctness of the algorithm] 
We first show the following claim. 
Claim 1. For any SLTAG G = (V?, z?), when the procedure CONSTRUCT computes 
the contents of M(i, j, k, I), it only refers to already computed entries of M. 
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Proof. When CONSTRUCT computes M(i,j, k, l), it refers to each entries M(i’,j’, 
k’, V), where i’ = i+ ]LU(fi)], j’ = j- ID(f k’ = k+ [ID(p and I’ = I- ]RU(/?)] 
for each fi E d. Since ILU(p)] + ILO( + ]RD(p)] + ]RU(&/ = 1, there are four 
cases. 
(Case 1) ]RU(/?)] = 1: Th is implies i’ = i, j’ = j, k’ = k, and 1’ < 1. Since I is 
increased in the first loop (from 0 to n), M(i’,j’, k’, I’) are already computed. 
(For (Case 2) ]LU(B)] = 1, (Case 3) ID( = 1, and (Case 4) ]RD(/?)] = 1, the 
same argument can apply.) 
Thus, we see the claim holds. 0 
Theorem 2. Let G = (‘%‘,d) be an SLTAG in normai form Let w = al . . . a,, 
n 2 1, be a string, where for 1 <k <n, ak E C, and let A4 be the recognition matrix 
constructed by the procedure RECOGNIZE. Then p E M(i, j, k, 1) IY there exists a 
mature tree y E D(B) such that Y(y) = ui+l . . . aja%kk+, . . . a/. 
Proof. (3) We prove the “only if part” by induction on the value of j - i + I - k. 
[The base step] 
Let j - i + I- k = 1, then /? E M(i,j, k, 1) is obviously computed by the procedure 
INITIALIZE. Then, /?, i, j, k, and 1 satisfies the conditions (1 .l H1.4). We have the 
claim by setting y = 8. 
[The induction step] 
We assume that the claim holds for any i, j, k, I such that j - i + I - k = m, m> 1. 
Let j - i + 1 - k = m + 1, and /3 E M(i, j, k, I). Then, /3 should be computed by the 
procedure CONSTRUCT, and thus, the conditions (2.1H2.5) hold (see Fig. 4). Let 
/3’ be the adjunct tree satisfying the condition (2.1). 
0’ - IWP)I) - (i + IWP)l) + Cl- PWOI) - (k + PWOI) 
= j - i + 1 - k - (ILU(B)I + ILD(fi)I + IRD(B)I + IRUWI) = m. 
By inductive hypothesis, there exists a mature tree y’ E D(/3’) such that 
Since /?’ is adjoinable to /?, yf is also adjoinable to p. Let y be the tree obtained by 
adjoining y’ to B. Then, by the conditions (2.2)-(2.5), we have the claim. 
(+==) We now show the “if part” by induction on deg(y). 
[The base step] 
Let deg(y) = 0, then a mature tree y is obviously an adjunct tree, i.e., y E d. Since all 
mature trees /? E A? are computed in the procedure INITIALIZE, we have the claim 
for deg(y) = 0. 
[The induction step] 
We assume that the claim holds for deg(y) = m, m 20. Let y E D(B) be a mature tree 
such that deg(y) = m+l, and Y(y) = Ui+i . . . Up&+1 . . . al. Then, there exists a mature 
tree y’ E D(p) and /?’ E ~2 such that @’ is adjoinable to b, deg(y’) = m and y is the re- 
sulting tree by adjoining y’ to /3. Thus, Y(y’) = ui+lLo(g)l+l . . . U~_ILO(B)I Yu~+IRD(~~I+~ . . .
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Fig. 4. Proof sketch. 
. . . . . . . . . “I 
~~__1~~(~)1. By inductive hypothesis, /I’ E M(i + ILU(/I)l,j - ILD(B)l,k + IRD(B)I, 1 - 
IRU(p)I). Since p’ is adjoinable to 8, the condition (2-l) holds. Further, we have 
Y(Y) = ~W%+lLu(~)l+l . . . aj-l~~.o(B)ILD(B)XRD(B)ak+lRD(B)I+l * * * aZ-IRU(j?)IRU(b) 
= q+* . . . ajXcZk+l ... al. 
By the above equation, the conditions (2.2H2.5) hold. Then, /zI must be put into 
M(i,j, k, I) by the procedure CONSTRUCT. •i 
Corollary 1. w E L(G) i$?” there are CI E W, p E a!‘, and some i, 0 <i <n, such that 
/? E M(0, i, i,n) and /I is adjoinable to ~1, where n = [WI. 
[The complexity of the algorithm] 
It is obvious from the manner of construction that the time complexities of the 
procedures INITIALIZE and CONSTRUCT are 0( IGI . n2) and 0( IGI . n4), where IG( 
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denotes the number of elementary trees in d. The procedure RECOGNIZE therefore 
takes 0( IGI . n4) steps to compute the recognition matrix M, which requires at most 
O(lGl . n4) cells of memory. 
3.3. Extended SLTAGs 
We are now in a position to introduce the class of extended SLTAGs. Let G = 
(%,._&) be a TAG. An adjunct tree p is semi-simple linear if /3 has two active nodes, 
one on the backbone and the other elsewhere. 
A TAG G is extended simple linear iff every center tree is simple linear and every 
adjunct tree is either simple linear or semi-simple linear. 
Property 2. An Extended Simple Linear TAG (ESLTAG) G = (%?,&‘) is in normal 
form @I 
(i) Y(a) = 1 for each center tree a E 5~7, 
or each simple linear adjunct tree (ii) ~~(W~la;$IW)l + IWB)I + IWB)I = 1 f 
(iii) Y(p) = X, X E V - .Z for each semi-simple linear adjunct tree /? E d. In fact, it 
is possible to prove that for any ESLTAG G, there eflectively exists an ESLTAG 
G’ in normal form such that L(G) = L(G’). 
Proposition 3. The class of languages generated by ESLTAGs contains the class of 
context-free languages. 
Proof. Consider a context-free grammar G in Chomsky normal form. Then, it is easy 
to show that each production rule of G is simulated by some elementary tree of an 
ESLTAG. For example, a rule of the form A + BC is simulated by some semi-simple 
linear adjunct tree whose active nodes are labeled with B and C. 0 
3.4. Parsing ESLTAGs 
The parsing algorithm for ESLTAGs is obtained by slightly augmenting the algorithm 
for SLTAGs in such a manner that semi-simple linear trees are taken into account. We 
only describe the part of the parsing algorithm for ESLTAGs different from the one 
for SLTAGs. 
Let w = al . . . a, be the input string to be parsed. Given a string w and an ESLTAG 
G = (WI, ~4) in normal form, in addition to the (n + 1 )4 matrix M, the algorithm also 
constructs an (n + 1)2 matrix B whose entries are sets of pairs of an adjunct tree and 
an integer. 
The matrix B satisfies the property that for p E z&’ and for i, j such that 0 < i <j <n: 
(/3, p) E B(i, j) u There exists a mature tree y E D(p) such that 
Y(Y) = ai+r . . . apXap+l * * * aj. 
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Fig. 5. Classifications for semi-simple linear trees. 
(1) Initialize The procedure INITIALIZE described in section 3.2 is applied only 
for simple linear tree /3 E d. 
Let /I E J&’ be a semi-simple linear tree, and no, nl be the active nodes of /I on 
the backbone and elsewhere, respectively. Then, we consider four cases as illustrated 
in Fig. 5, where no is the node with “*” labeled by Y, and nt is the node with “*” 
labeled by Z. 
(2) Construct For simple linear tree /I E .&‘, the same “Construct” procedure as in 
Section 3.2 is applied. 
For semi-simple linear tree /I E JZZ, put /I into M(i,j, k, I) if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(A) /I is type-A in Fig. 5 and there exists a mature tree /I’ E M(r,j, k, l), and a mature 
tree /I” E B(i,r), i <r < j, such that /I’ and /I” are adjoinable to the node no and 
nl , respectively. 
(B) B is type-B and there exists a mature tree /I’ E M(i, p, k, l), and a mature tree 
/I” E B( p,j), i < p < j, such that b’ and /I” are adjoinable to the node no and nl, 
respectively. 
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(C) /? is type-C and there exists a mature tree /I’ E M(i,j, k, p), and a mature tree 
/?” E B(p, I), k < p G I, such that B’ and /Y’ are adjoinable to the node no and ni, 
respectively. 
(D) /? is type-D and there exists a mature tree /I’ E M(i,j,r, I), and a mature tree 
8” E B(k, Y), k <r < I, such that /I’ and /I” are adjoinable to the node no and 111, 
respectively. 
At each step of the algorithm, if /? is put into M(i,j,j, I), then the pair (Q) is put 
into B(i, 1). 
[The correctness of the algorithm] 
The correctness of the manner of constructing the matrix B can be seen from the 
observation that 
(B, PI E W&j) * B E Wi, P, P,A. 
The validity of B strictly depends on that of A4 and vice versa. (In other words, the 
correctness of both B and M is mutually dependent.) Therefore, the correctness of the 
algorithm can be proved by a similar argument given in the proof of Theorem 2. 
[The complexity of the algorithm] 
In each case of (A)-(D) in the construct procedure, there are exactly five para- 
meters involved whose values range from 1 to IZ, independently. This makes the time 
complexity of CONSTRUCT to be bounded by 0(n5). Note that, without introducing 
the matrix B, one may check the existence of fi’ and /I” in a possible alternative method. 
However, it takes O(n*) steps and therefore the time complexity of the procedure 
CONSTRUCT goes up to 0(n6). Thus, the use of the matrix B improves the time 
complexity of the parsing algorithm. 
In ESLTAGs, no adjunct trees have more than one active node on the backbone. 
This is the crucial point which enables us to make the parsing algorithm faster than 
that for general TAGS. 
The procedure CONSTRUCT takes 0( IGJ . n5) steps to compute the matrix M and 
B, and requires at most 0( 1 GI . n4) cells of memory for M and at most O(lGl . n3) 
cells of memory for B. Therefore, the time and space complexities of the procedure 
RECOGNIZE are 0( IGI . n5) and 0( IGI . n4), respectively. 
4. RNA modeling tree adjoining grammars 
In this section, we first introduce an RNA secondary structure, and formalize the 
prediction problem of RNA secondary structures. Then, we define RNA modeling tree 
adjoining grammars (called TAGWAS), discuss how this class of grammars models RNA 
secondary structures, and how the prediction problem of RNA secondary structures is 
solved in our framework. 
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Fig. 6. Typical RNA secondary structures. 
4.1. RNA secondary structures 
As a biological fact, it is known that a single-stranded RNA molecule folds back onto 
itself in structures stabilized by hydrogen bonds between complementary bases. This 
folding of an RNA molecule with respect to hydrogen bonds is called its secondary 
structure. 
In recent study on the functional and structural properties of an RNA molecule, it 
turned out that some of the typical secondary structures play a crucial role in spatial 
folding of RNA sequences. Those include “hairpin (or stem-loop)“, “bulge loop”, and 
“internal loop” structures. (See Fig. 6, where solid lines indicate the sugar phosphate 
backbone of RNA and dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonds between bases.) Among 
others, the “pseudoknot” structure is today considered as one of the most typical and 
important structures found in RNA sequences [5]. 
A single-stranded RNA molecule is viewed as a linear sequence w = ala2 e . . a,, of 
ribonucleotides from 5’ to 3’ end. The sequence w is called the primary structure. 
Each ai is identified with one of four bases or nucleotides: a for adenine, u for uracil, 
g for guanine, and c for cytosine. These bases can form base pairs (by hydrogen 
bonds), biologically a pairs with u and c pairs with g. These are called Watson-Crick 
pairs. In addition, the pairing of g and u is frequently found in a biological world and, 
therefore, taken into consideration. 
The prediction problem of RNA secondary structures is a problem of combinatorial 
optimization, that is, a problem of finding a set of base pairs from given RNA sequence, 
which optimizes the free energy. Because of its difficulty in nature, however, almost all 
of the existing approaches, e.g. [14, 191, restrict themselves to the secondary structures 
satisfying the following property: there are no base pairs (ai,ai) and (ak,al) such that 
i < k< j -C 1, where w=al..-a,. 
This restriction prevents us from modeling RNA sequences with structural feature 
of crossing dependency, and hence, far from prediction problem for RNA sequences 
with pseudoknot structures. 
To conclude our discussion in this subsection, for any RNA sequence w, a secondary 
structure of w can be taken as a set of ordered pairs of indices: 
S, = {(p, q)l p < q and pth and qth bases of w make a base pairing by a hydrogen 
bond}. 
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4.2. TAG~A 
In order to handle the secondary structures including pseudoknots, we have developed 
a grammatical tool called TAGS for RNA, denoted by TAG~As, which is a subclass 
of ESLTAGs. 
In TAG~A, we fix a finite alphabet ,Z = {a,u,g,c}, each symbol represents a base in 
RNA sequences. For representing the complementarity in the WatsonXrick base pair- 
ing, we use a bar notation: B = u, F = g, g = c, ii = a. (That is, e.g., the complementary 
base of a is u, and so forth.) In addition, an irregular partnership between g and u is 
also considered as a base pairing in TAGMA. 
TAGMA G = (%?,d) is an ESLTAG with the following property: (See Fig. 7.) 
l Every center tree in %? must be of the form of TYPE 1 tree. 
l Every adjunct tree in d must be one of the forms of TYPE 2, TYPE 3, TYPE 4 
or TYPE 5 tree. 
In TAG~A, introducing each type of adjunct trees is motivated by the following 
intention. TYPE 2 and TYPE 3 are used to generate base paired sequences, while 
TYPE 4 is used to generate a base which does not form base pairing with any base. 
TYPE 5 combines substructures by concatenation (TSLd, T5Rd) and insertion (TSLu, 
TSRu). See Fig. 8 where a dotted line indicates a base pairing in TYPE 2 or TYPE 3. 
Now we describe how TAGMA models RNA secondary structures. Suppose that for 
a given G, let y be a tree in z(G) and Y(y) = w. Then, a secondary structure of w 
modeled by y is defined as S,,,, where each base pairing in S, is generated by exactly 
one application of an adjunct tree of either TYPE 2 or TYPE 3 during the derivation 
of y. The following example illustrates the relationship between a derived tree and its 
corresponding secondary structure. 
Center Trees 
TYPE 1 
l-l [Xl 
, 
Adjunct Trees 
TYPE 2 TYPE 3 
-A 
T2WLyI T=WCYl =wX,W TwX.Yl 
T 
* :&xivcno& 
/;\_ 
i x/i. y* 
1;_ x : tumind symbol 
A : empty striq 
x X x 
I ;\ 
X, Y. Z : nontemhal symbol 
X x x 
TYPE 4 TYPE 5 
, I \ 
T4Ld[X,yI T4Lu(X,Y] T4Rd[X.Y] T4Ru[X,Y] iSLd[X,Y,Zl TSlu[X,Y,~ TSRd[X,Y,Zl TSRu[X,Y,Zj 
f ; 7 ; 
/; /; r\ i\ r 
;. 
T 
;. 
x 
P 
x x Y* x x = 
I I I A /P ;\ ;\ 
X X X X f“r’ I z- r T’f r T 
A x .a x x 1 x 1 
Fig. 7. Types of elementary trees in TAGwa. 
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Fig. 8. A derived tree and its secondary structure. 
Example 1. In Fig. 8, y is a derived tree which generates the string w =agacuu 
and represents a secondary structure S, = {(1,5),(2,4),(3,6)}. Note that the structure 
represented by y forms pseudoknot. 
In general, there may be many trees in z(G) which represent secondary structures 
of a given string w. This means that for an RNA sequence w there are possibly many 
structures to be formed. Therefore, it is an important issue to choose one of these 
structures. In many existing works on the prediction of RNA secondary structures, the 
problem is formalized as a search problem for an optimal structure with respect to 
some evaluation function based on free energy parameters. Following this, we use an 
evaluation function f which will be employed to choose an optimal structure in our 
frame work later (in Section 4.3). 
[Prediction Problem of RNA Secondary Structures] 
Now we formalize the prediction problem of RNA secondary structures as follows: 
Given an RNA sequence w, find a set S, such that f (SW), the evaluation value of SW 
based on f, marks the best score. In fact, this can be achieved by parsing w using 
our tree grammars. In this sense, one may claim that the prediction is parsing with 
free energy evaluation. 
4.3. Prediction method 
We now describe our method for predicting RNA secondary structures consisting of 
the following procedures: 
(1) Set up the most general TAG RNA grammar GO = (w, JY), where all nonterminal 
nodes are labeled by exactly one symbol S, and &’ consists of all kinds of adjunct 
trees shown in Fig. 7. 
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Table 1 
Free-energy table [ 151 
(a) Free-energy increments for base pairs (kcaVmo1) 
Base pairing on 5’ end 
Base pairing on 3’ end GU AU UA CG GC 
GU -0.5 -0.5 -0.7 -1.5 -1.3 
AU -0.5 -0.9 -1.1 -1.8 -2.3 
UA -0.7 -0.9 -0.9 -1.7 -2.1 
CG -1.9 -2.1 -2.3 -2.9 -3.4 
GC -1.5 -1.7 -1.8 -2.0 -2.9 
(b) Free-energy increments for loops (kcal/mol) 
Size of loop 
Type of loop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 
Bulge 3.3 5.2 6.0 6.7 7.4 8.2 9.1 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.8 12.5 13.0 13.6 
Hairpin - - 7.4 5.9 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.9 5.6 6.1 6.7 
Internal - 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.6 4.4 5.1 5.6 6.2 
(2) Parse a given string w with Gs where the evaluation function f (given in Table 1 
[ 151) is used in order to compute the total free energy of each parsed tree. 
(3) Choose one parsed tree T, which has the minimum value of free energy. 
In order to avoid exhaustive search, we use the matrix M which is constructed in 
the parsing procedure. In fact, we can find the tree T, in O(n) steps. 
(4) Construct a set SW from T,. 
This method provides one of the most stable structures for w modeled by TAG~A, 
and as previously mentioned, the obtained set SW corresponding to an optimal secondary 
structure is regarded as a prediction result. 
Since prediction results depend on the start-up grammar TAG~A given to the parser, 
how to set it up is an important step in the prediction process. In our method, by setting 
up the most general TAG~A grammar Go, the parser can search all of the structures 
modeled by TAG~A. 
[Computing free energy evaluation function f] 
Here, we give an example which shows how the total free energy of a secondary 
structure is calculated by using Table 1 (see Fig. 9). Given a secondary structure 
SW illustrated in Fig. 9(a), we compute the total free energy of the whole secondary 
structure as the sum of the free energy of the loop and the stem region of three base 
pairs. First, the free energy of the stem region is calculated as follows. The base g 
located in 5’ end forms a base pair with c on 3’ end, and the base u right next to 
the base g (3’ side) forms a base pair with a. Then, Table 1 gives us the score value 
-2.1 kcal/mol for these two base pairs, as seen from the entry of GC base pair for 5’ 
end column and UA for 3’ end row in the matrix (a). The score value -2.3 kcal/mol 
is obtained for the next UA and CG base pairs in the same manner. Consequently, the 
total free energy of the stem region is calculated as -4.4 kcal/mol. Next, we can see the 
free energy of the loop is +4.3 kcal/mol, since the size of the loop is 6 bases. Therefore 
the total free energy of the secondary structure S, is calculated as -0.1 kcal/mol. 
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Fig. 9. Evaluation score of the derived tree. 
Now, we will describe how to compute the secondary structure with optimal free 
energy in the parsing process. The computation is inductively performed. The derived 
tree in Fig. 9(b) corresponds to the secondary structure in Fig. 9(a). Suppose that 
the derived tree is generated by applying sequence of adjunct trees represented by 
(T4Ru[S,S]T4Lu[S,S])3T2d[S,S]3. Further, assume that one of the optimal secondary 
structure of the string w’ = ucaauuucga is already computed as &,I (Fig. 9(c)) with 
free energy E’ = +2.0 kcal/mol. Then, for the string w = gucaauuucgac, the sec- 
ondary structure SW is one of the optimal among all secondary structures derived from 
the adjunct tree T2d[S,S], where its optimal free energy value is computed as E = 
E’ - 2.1 = -0.1 kcal/mol. In this manner, the optimal free energy values are computed 
for each entry of the parsing matrix M. 
Note that we have no free energy values for pseudoknot structures, because there is 
no established method widely accepted so far for estimating the free energy value of 
pseudoknots. Therefore, in our method, we estimate the free energy of a pseudoknot 
to be the sum of the energy of two stem regions. 
5. Experiments 
Based on the parsing algorithm previously described and the free energy tables, a 
prediction system PERT (Prediction Engine for RNA with TAG) has been imple- 
mented in a workstation. The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 10. PERT 
takes an RNA sequence as input, and produces as output an optimal structure as a 
prediction result. PERT has the most general grammar GO as its underlying grammar 
based on which parsing the input string is performed. At the same time, the parser 
calculates the best score of free energy of the parsing result, finally producing it as the 
result. 
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RNA sequence 
agaacc _ _ _ _ _ gguaua 
Go - Parser 
1 1 1 
score score score 
Choose one derivation tree which has the best score 
t 
The prediction result 
Fig. 10. The block diagram of PERT. 
Next, we will present some prediction results that show the effectiveness of our 
developed system. In our experiment, we predict the secondary structures of some 
RNA sequences containing pseudoknot structures. Those are the sequences taken from 
HDV RNA, E.coli 16s rRNA, and TMV RNA. 
HDV RNA. The input sequence is a subsequence from 689th to 772th of the satel- 
lite virus Hepatitis delta virus RNA (84 bases). Several different models are proposed 
for the secondary structure of HDV ribozymes. In [7], Jeng et al. proposed a secondary 
structure illustrated in Fig. 1 l(a) by site-directed mutagenesis and compensatory muta- 
tions to disrupt and restore potential base pairings indicated by rectangular boxes. Their 
experiment shows that the stem regions I, II, III, IV in Fig. 1 l(a) play a biologically 
important role in the HDV replication cycle in vivo. Our prediction result shows three 
correct prediction of stem regions (I, II, IV) out of four, which strongly supports the 
biological claim (see Fig. 1 l(b)). 
In the figure, a hydrogen bond between two bases is denoted by either a solid line 
or a dotted line linking two boxes. 
E.coli 16s rRNA. The input sequence is a subsequence from 500th to 549th of the 
16s rRNA of the bacterium Escherichia coli (50 bases). The pseudoknot in Fig. 12(a) 
forms three base pairs between the 530 hairpin loop and a bulge loop, whose existence 
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Fig. 12. E.coli 16s rRNA: observed vs. predicted secondary structures. 
is strongly supported not only by phylogenetic analysis but also by mutational analysis 
[5,13]. In Fig. 12(b), we show the secondary structure predicted by PERT. We can 
see that the predicted structure includes four additional base pairs and misses only one 
base pair. It should be noted that the pseudoknot formation biologically confirmed in 
[ 131 is almost correctly predicted by our prediction system. 
TMV RNA. The input sequence is a subsequence from 106th to 187th of the 
Tobacco mosaic virus RNA (82 bases). The formation of the secondary structure in 
Fig. 13(a) is strongly sugessted by probing adenosine residues with DEPC ([12]). The 
secondary structure predicted by our system is shown in Fig. 13(b). There exist three 
consecutive pseudoknots in the biologically proposed secondary structure, which are 
also found in the predicted structure. 
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Fig. 13. TMV RNA: observed vs. predicted secondary structores. 
In all experiments presented above, we can observe that there is no large miss- 
matches between predicted and biologically proposed secondary structures. All of the 
missmatches of our prediction results are only on very short stem regions and thus 
negligible. Furthermore, it should be recalled that in PERT, the free energy values 
are assumed to be zero for loop regions of pseudoknots. This is a reason why PERT 
produced additional short stem regions found in Figs. 11 and 12, since the formation 
of the pseudoknots sometimes gives lower free energy values than that of stem regions 
based on the current set of energy parameters. Although there is no accepted estima- 
tion for the free energy of pseudoknots, our prediction could be improved if we could 
incorporate those energy values into the prediction system. 
6. Discussion 
6.1. Related works 
Considering a rather short history of this field of computer-based research for RNA 
sequence analysis, numerous papers on RNA secondary structure prediction problem 
have already been published, while, to our knowledge, relatively a few papers work- 
ing on the prediction problem of RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots can be 
found. This fact appeals to the public how the prediction problem for RNA secondary 
structures in general setting is difficult to solve. Here we briefly focus only on related 
works dealing with RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots. 
Zuker’s paper [ 191 reports an algorithm and its computer program that produces 
all suboptimal RNA secondary structures within arbitrarily prescribed loss of the best 
score (optimal value). The computer program basically employs energy rules updated 
by incorporating free energy for substructural local units including mismatched pairs 
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and single-base stem regions. In order to avoid duplicating very similar structures, his 
program uses a distance criterion for two structures. 
There are a series of works by UCSC team on RNA secondary structure prediction 
[4,6, 141, and the one by Asai et al. [3] on protein secondary structure prediction. All of 
these modeling/prediction algorithms are based on Hidden Markov Model, stochastic 
context-free grammars or their extensions. Among others, the paper by Brown and 
Wilson is unique in that it is only the paper in the series focusing on the issue of 
modeling pseudoknot structures. The idea is to apply to the modeling problem of RNA 
pseudoknots the intersected descriptive powers of two stochastic context-free grammars, 
and their experiments successfully discriminate b&in binding RNA from random RNA 
sequences. 
Turning to the work using tree grammars, Abe and Mamitsuka [ 1, 1 l] propose an 
extended version of TAGS in a stochastic formalism, called Stochastic Ranked Node 
Rewriting Grammars, and applied the restricted subclass of SRNRG to predicting (not 
RNA but) protein secondary structures including B-sheet regions. It turned out that the 
restricted subclass of SRNRG (rank 1) and the parsing algorithm presented in [l] are 
basically identical to the class of SLTAGs and its parsing algorithm. However, our 
study in this paper puts a major stress on ESLTAGs and the extra expressive power of 
ESLTAGs is necessary for predicting the variety of RNA secondary structures found 
in a biological world. 
Quite recently, Akutsu proposes an algorithm for predicting RNA secondary struc- 
tures in which a simple dynamic programming (DP) method is employed to find an 
optimal structure with pseudoknots. His algorithm seems to be a simplified version of 
our algorithm in that none of grammatical devices is required in finding a prediction 
result in a DP procedure. Admitted that both algorithms share a DP procedure in com- 
mon, our grammar-based approach is targetting not only the structural prediction but 
also modeling a given RNA sequence of a genetic data. 
6.2. Concluding remarks 
The goal of this paper was to propose a grammatical device suitable for applying to 
a very attractive biological open problem of RNA secondary structure prediction. 
In order to achieve this goal, by introducing new subclasses of tree adjoining gram- 
mars (TAGS) called SLTAGs and ESLTAGs, we have investigated the formal language 
theoretical properties of those subclasses. First, the class of SLTAGs has been intro- 
duced as the starting simple grammatical device to be extended our final class of gram- 
mars, i.e., ESLTAGs. Then, an efficient parsing algorithm for the class of SLTAGs has 
been presented as the base-step towards developing a parsing algorithm for the whole 
class of ESLTAGs. The extended class ESLTAGs has obviously a great advantage over 
the other in that it can handle much larger class of RNA secondary structures with a 
certain complexity such as the ones containing two or more pseudoknots. 
Further, we have described an implementation method for our prediction program 
PERT that has been constructed using an ESLTAG parsing algorithm together with 
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free energy evaluation function. The distinguishing features/advantages of our program 
PERT may be summarized as follows: 
(1) The implementation methodology of PERT is transparent and mathematically well- 
founded in that it is supported by solid analysis on (or algorithmic insights into) 
the theory of TAGS. 
(2) Owing to the descriptive nature/capability of its underlying TAG, PERT can handle 
RNA sequences with pseudoknots structures in a natural manner. 
(3) The parsing algorithm incorporated into our program is practical enough to pre- 
dict for input with size up to (say) 150, and in fact, for the size n of an input 
RNA sequence it runs in time 0(n5). (Note that this complexity only indicates a 
theoretical upper bound of the worst case analysis, and no biological data seem to 
have ever achieved this worst time complexity in actual experimental runs at least 
on PERT.) 
Experimental results we have obtained seem to show a persuasive evidence for 
claiming the effectiveness of our prediction system. However, there are limitations 
surrounding today’s prediction system for RNA secondary structures. There is no free 
energy parameters established for pseudoknot structures. Further, there seems to be not 
enough examples of RNA secondary structures biologically proved. These prevent us 
from making a reliable performance assessment of the prediction system. 
We believe that the prediction methodology based on TAGS has a certain advantage 
over the others in several respects pointed out below: 
l The structural information captured by a grammatical derivation process is of im- 
portance, because it is strongly desired not only to predict a possible structure but 
also to explore the genetic/evolutionary property behind the structure. 
l Optimality does not necessary implies “real optimality” in real world. We believe 
some kind of derivational information would get involved in the real optimality. 
Thus, our eventual major goal is to find some kind of grammatical device capturing 
bio-semantics in RNA sequences. 
Finally, we are planning to make efforts on improving and strengthening the predic- 
tion capability of PERT so that (i) it may produce all sub-optimal secondary structures 
within a certain criterion for a given input RNA sequence, (ii) it may be more scaled 
up with the input size, and (iii) it may be equipped with a fully automatic graphical 
tool for user interface. (iv) Further, we might think of incorporating the stochastic 
concept into our prediction algorithm for the future work. 
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